FC 4500
SERIES

One smart,

tough

lift truck.

Counterbalanced lift trucks face some of the most demanding
material handling tasks. That’s why the Crown FC 4500 Series is
engineered and manufactured to deliver reliable performance long
after others begin to break down. It’s the result of the strongest,
most durable frame, power train, brakes and masts in the industry.
The FC 4500 Series further enhances productivity with integrated
intelligence and ergonomic design. Featuring Technovation™ –
the fusion of technology and innovation – the FC 4500 Series is one
smart, tough truck that anticipates the challenges you face every
day, and for years to come.

The FC 4500 Series is the
smart choice for the toughest
tasks, with the power and
control necessary for handling
heavy-duty loads in fast-paced
applications.
Shown here with single-double attachment.

Many challenges...

one ideal solution.

Crown engineered and designed the FC 4500 Series to
fulfill your bottom-line objectives – saving time and money.
You benefit from intelligence, durability, ergonomics, application
versatility and lowest cost of ownership brought together in one

Consider the advantages that add up to unmatched

ideal solution.

productivity and savings with the FC 4500 Series.

INTELLIGENCE

FC 4500 Series Value Advantage

Crown’s exclusive Access 1 2 3® technology, Intrinsic Stability

n

Exclusive Access 1 2 3 technology

n

Crown’s AC traction

n

Proactive vs. reactive stability

n

Proven durability backed by extensive warranties

n

Best-in-class comfort

n

Superior visibility

n

Easiest entry/exit

n

InfoPoint® troubleshooting

n

Most extensive dealer support

System and individualized performance profiles enhance safe,
reliable performance by giving the FC 4500 Series the intelligence
to think along with you.

DURABILITY

(standard)

and AC lift

(optional)

Crown has the engineering, manufacturing and testing capabilities
to deliver the most durable counterbalanced truck in the market.
Guaranteed.

ERGONOMICS

The FC 4500 Series takes productivity further, giving operators
more comfort, visibility, room to move, optimized control
and safety.

APPLICATION VERSATILITY
Designed to enhance productivity for a range of challenging

applications, the FC 4500 Series offers multiple attachments and
masts, Work Assist™ accessories and more.

LOWEST COST OF OWNERSHIP
Every detail on the FC 4500 Series has been designed and engineered
to increase productivity, reliability, durability and uptime. No one is
more committed to providing the lowest cost of ownership.

It all adds up to ideal
performance at the

lowest cost
of ownership.

The FC 4500 Series is the
smart choice for the toughest
tasks, with the power and
control necessary for handling
heavy-duty loads in fast-paced
applications.
Shown here with single-double attachment.

INTELLIGENCE DURABILITY
A truck that

thinks along
with you.

Toughness
with a
performance
edge.

INTELLIGENCE

Safe, smart

control.

DURABILITY

No one makes it tougher.

Guaranteed.

The Intrinsic Stability System on the
FC 4500 Series features solid engineering that
minimizes the causes of unstable conditions.
Others require expensive electronic systems that
only react to unstable conditions. Crown’s proactive
approach complements safe, efficient operating
practices designed to build the operator’s
confidence, rather than test it.

Durability is a major distinction of Crown lift
trucks, which shows in everything from the sturdy,
durable construction of the frame to the smallest
components.
Access 1 2 3 technology,
backed by a three-year
warranty, monitors each
system, optimizing safe,
reliable performance. No
one else can build such a
tough, intelligent truck. While
others assemble outsourced

Compare the FC 4500 Series warranty coverage
with the competitors. It speaks volumes about
Crown’s confidence in the FC 4500 Series and the

With Crown’s Access 1 2 3
technology and Intrinsic
Stability System, the
FC 4500 Series surpasses
all other lift trucks in its class
to keep the critical elements
under control.

The FC 4500 Series creates a safer, more
efficient working relationship between the
operator and the truck. Crown’s intelligent
Access 1 2 3® technology, integrated with

The FC 4500
Series gives
you the ability
to program
a number of
operational
functions to meet
the needs of
your application.

Crown’s AC traction system, improves
performance and communicates vital data
throughout the lift truck to give operators
performance they can safely use. It’s your
assurance of a substantial productivity advantage.
Crown’s exclusive
Access 1 2 3
Comprehensive System
Control enables safe, reliable
industry-leading lift truck
performance and diagnostics
through an intuitive method of
communication. Guaranteed.
Access 1 2 3 technology
enables the FC 4500 Series to
monitor key lift truck systems
and communicate a wealth
of information throughout the
truck. This includes real-time
information from traction,

braking, steering, hydraulics
and other truck systems. As
a result, the FC 4500
Series knows its speed and
direction, position of the forks,
thermal ranges, operator
performance levels, functions
selected and more. The lift truck
uses this dynamic information
to respond immediately with
reliable, optimized performance
as conditions change.
Access 1 2 3 technology
also provides programmable
performance settings to
match your application needs.

System-Controlled
Hydraulic Speeds
Some lift trucks in the market
may allow tilt speeds that
create unstable conditions.
The FC 4500 Series avoids
this with tilt speeds that are
well-controlled.
Travel Speed Control
When the forks raise above
staging, the FC 4500 Series
automatically slows travel
speeds, empty or loaded.

Tilt Interlock
When the forks and mast are
tilted more than two degrees
forward, the truck’s interlock
feature stops the forks from
raising above free lift. More
tilt at higher levels could tip
the truck.
Stability-Enhanced
Counterweight
For an extra measure of
stability, the FC 4500 Series
counterweight exceeds
required standards.
Ramp Speed Control
Intelligent control on the
FC 4500 Series maintains
the truck at the desired speed
on a ramp so it won’t gain or
lose momentum.

durability you can expect. Crown’s exclusive Power
Brake System, robust drive unit and AC traction and

beyond the others.

n

n

Significantly more
friction area than other
disc brake systems

n

Improved brake pad life

n

Noise-free braking

n

No adjustments necessary

All of this durability comes
with a performance edge.
Operators benefit from
responsive, consistent
braking with reduced brake
pedal effort compared to
drum brakes.

2

Maximum forward travel speed
Maximum reverse travel speed

n

Acceleration

n

Plugging distance

n

Coast (regen) distance

n

3

6

Traction Motor
An impressive 11.4-inch-diameter
AC traction motor supplies ample
power, without strain, even in the
toughest applications.

6

Half the number of
parts compared to drum
brake systems

Lift Motor
The AC lift motor (optional)
eliminates brush maintenance,
while providing up to a 35 percent
increase in loaded lift speed
compared to a DC motor.

Frame
Proven to withstand thousands
of pounds of pressure and tested
in excess of three-million cycles,
the frame is engineered for years
of durable performance.

Steer Axle
A two-piece spindle and king
pin improve serviceability and
durability, while the rubber
isolation bushings improve the ride.

4

Only Crown’s FC 4500 Series
5

Three adjustable performance modes:
P1 – Productivity, P2 – Efficiency, P3 – Novice

n

5

Crown’s transverse motor design
with in-line gears avoids the
troublesome ring and pinion issues
typical with competitors’ trucks.

3

Programmable Features

n

2

Power Train

1

Access 1 2 3 provides maximum
application flexibility with
multiple settings.
n

4

The heavy-duty mast is engineered
to reduce twisting and flexing,
ensuring superior durability
and stability.

System Control, take durable performance far

Crown’s exclusive Power
Brake System demonstrates
the FC 4500 Series
durability advantage with
best-in-class performance.
Substantial parts and labor
savings, as well as service
simplicity, result from a
robust design offering:

1

Mast

lift, all optimized by Access 1 2 3 Comprehensive

components, Crown designs,
engineers and manufactures
over 85 percent of Crown lift
truck components. It’s why
Crown gives you superior
performance at the lowest
cost of ownership, and the
warranties to back it up.

Power Brake System
Crown’s unique full-circle
power disc brakes, featuring
larger friction areas, improve
responsiveness and extend
brake pad life.

durability

has
backed by

extensive
warranties.
Access 1 2 3 control technology

3 years

Hydraulic flow rate

Power Brake System

2 years

n

Low battery cutout

Drive unit

2 years

n

Performance adjustments above free lift

ERGONOMICS
The operator...

the center of

productivity.
Operators find efficiency, safety and productivity
in the controls, functions and overall design of
the FC 4500 Series. It’s the result of analyzing
how operators move from task to task and
then designing each touch point to enhance
comfortable, safe performance.

The compact,
adjustable
steering column,
sculpted out for
more knee room,
only takes one
finger to adjust.

The FC 4500 Series
positions the operator
for productivity with ideal
ergonomics, all-around
visibility and ample work
space. Operator preferences
and best practices determined
the ideal location for each
control, from the offset
adjustable steering column to
the well-placed parking brake.
Leading visibility results from
the cab-forward design, lowprofile cowl, narrow steering
column and unobstructed
view through the mast.
Since operator space
affects productivity, the

FC 4500 Series gives
operators more room to
move. There’s plenty of foot
room and a wide brake
pedal, so operators can
comfortably use either
the left or right foot for
braking. Moving on
or around the truck couldn’t
be easier. It’s the result of
ample leg and shoulder room,
the lowest step height of any
truck in its class, ergonomically
rounded contours on the seat
deck and rounded overhead
guard uprights optimally
sized for gripping. Demo
the productivity-enhancing
FC 4500 Series and see
why operators prefer its
ergonomic advantages.

With 25 percent
more fork area
visible on the
FC 4500 Series
compared to
competitors’
trucks, the typical
operator gains a
clear advantage.

Unmatched forward
visibility results from
a mast design that
positions lift cylinders
behind mast rails and
uses efficient internal
hose routing.

Competitor visibility limited
FC 4500 Series visibility extends to here

The Crown FC 4500 Series shows what it takes
to increase productivity of on/off tasks.
Compared to its leading competitor, the FC 4500 Series offers:
n 2.4 inches more head room
n 9.5 inches more shoulder clearance
n 3.6 inches more knee room
n 3.25 inches lower step height
In addition, the sculpted steering column is 50 percent smaller,
improving fork tip visibility.

The wide-open overhead guard design simplifies entry/exit, with increased body and shoulder
clearance and a 2-inch round upright providing an excellent handhold for operators of any height.

APPLICATION VERSATILITY

Hit the productivity

sweet spot.

The FC 4500 Series targets productivity

Quad Masts

Gas Versus Electric

improvements across a range of applications.

Are your lift truck
capabilities ever limited
by low clearances?
Crown offers great flexibility
with many mast sizes and
styles. Quad masts on the
FC 4500 Series give you
the ability to work tall racks,
yet still enter low-clearance
areas such as trailers, below
mezzanines or conveyors.

Could you reduce
expenses by replacing
gas trucks with cleaner
electric versions?
A lower initial purchase
price for a gas truck isn’t
necessarily a long-term
advantage. You also need
to consider the cost of
gas, the effect on the work
environment with fumes and
noise, the larger number of
parts and more frequent,
costly maintenance. The
FC 4500 Series provides
a clean, economical
alternative with a simplified
service advantage.

From dock work to staging to transport, you’ll see
the advantages of Crown’s application versatility,
including solutions that uniquely answer your most
demanding challenges.

The FC 4500
Series offers
the torque and
speed necessary
to run up ramps and
meet the challenges
of the toughest
applications.

Productivity and
efficiency advantages
result from the wide
range of attachments
and Work Assist
accessories designed
for optimal use on the
FC 4500 Series.

Choice of
Attachments
Can your lift truck answer
specialized producthandling challenges?
You can boost productivity
on a variety of tasks with
multiple attachments
designed for the FC 4500
Series. These include carton
clamp, slip sheet push-pull,
fork positioner, double fork
and side-shifter attachments.

Designed to meet the
demands of heavy-duty
applications, the
FC 4500 Series ensures
superior versatility and
performance with its battery
choices, attachments and
productivity-enhancing
accessories.

Shown with carton clamp.

Attachment Use
Are attachments
convenient and efficient
to use? Access 1 2 3®
technology ensures superior
control and thermal
management for the use of
attachments. When you
need to remove or change
attachments, Crown’s Quick
Disconnect option speeds
up the process.

Work Assist™
Accessories
Do your operators have
all their tools for the task
close at hand?
Crown’s Work Assist
accessories save time and
increase task efficiency by
meeting operators’ needs
with convenient, helpful tools.

These sturdy, fully integrated
ergonomic accessories are
typically mounted on the
overhead guard uprights and
easily adjust for individual
operator preferences.
Examples include the WMS
Mounting Bracket, Clip Pad,
Storage Hook, Fan and more.

LOWEST COST OF OWNERSHIP

intelligent
uptime.

Compare the

An
approach to

total value.

The FC 4500 Series design is all

The FC 4500 Series gives you a value advantage

Your system of support includes state-of-the-art

about keeping the operator and truck

that adds up to the lowest cost of ownership.

facilities, located throughout North America and

working together. It’s achieved with

It’s not just about comparing lift trucks.

the industry’s fastest and easiest service, advanced diagnostics, easy access,
optimized component placement and a comprehensive system of support.
You benefit with increased uptime and the lowest cost of ownership.

You can expect the
highest level of uptime with
Access 1 2 3® technology,
which monitors and
communicates dynamic
data from key lift truck
systems. Technicians benefit
from diagnostic event codes
communicated via the
Access 1 2 3 display and
built-in voltmeter that assists

in pinpointing the origin of
faults. They also can activate
suspect components and
test their full functionality, all
through the display, avoiding
the timely and costly trial-anderror process of swapping
out components.

fc

point

around the world, with the latest equipment

It’s about comparing the total

and tools, service

value. Your advantage begins

expertise, complete

with the productivity-

product and part

enhancing features of the

inventories, well-

FC 4500 Series. Add up the value
you’ll receive with the integration of Access 1 2 3

stocked service
vans and more.

technology, AC traction and the Intrinsic

Consider Crown’s fleet management

Stability System, as well as numerous

services, operator and service training, financial

ergonomic features. What’s

services and flexible maintenance programs.

it worth for your facility to give
operators industry-leading

Visit your local Crown dealer to get

performance they can safely use?

all the facts on your value advantage.
And don’t forget to compare Crown’s

Support is another significant
Example Only

area of value. The FC 4500 Series is

Example Only

The InfoPoint® System
complements Access 1 2 3
diagnostics and further
improves service efficiency
by eliminating schematics,
complicated wiring diagrams
and bulky service manuals
on most repairs.

maintenance rates and extensive

Its Quick Reference Guide,
on-truck component maps
and information nuggets
highlight the three W’s of
a problem:
n
n
n

What it is
Where it is
What it does.

As a result, the InfoPoint
System helps technicians
fix the truck right the first
time and fix it fast.

warranties. When it comes to the

backed by a complete system of support

bottom line, the FC 4500 Series gives you

with the Crown Integrity Parts and Service System .
®

superior performance at the lowest cost of ownership.

It’s a proven way to reduce labor and parts
replacements costs,
thanks to Crown’s
extensively tested
components and
systems combined
with the industry’s
most responsive
and qualified
dealer network.

Compare the total value
and see how
the FC 4500 Series

gives you the
ideal solution.

Crown Equipment Corporation

New Bremen, Ohio 45869 USA
Tel 419-629-2311
Fax 419-629-3796
crown.com
You can count on Crown to build lift trucks
designed for safe operation, but that’s
only part of the safety equation. Crown
encourages safe operating practices through
ongoing operator training, safety-focused
supervision, maintenance and a safe working
Printed on elemental chlorine free and
sustainably forested paper.
Pantone 424
Pantone 370

environment. Go to crown.com and view our
safety section to learn more.
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